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ABSTRACT
Karima, Nazifa. M.S., Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Wright State University,
2017. Automated Rendering of Schema Diagram for Ontologies.
Semantic Web extends the current web, using ontologies, metadata and other tech-
nologies to establish links between terms and concepts. This enables machines to auto-
matically integrate information across different platforms utilizing the standard definitions.
Furthermore, reasoning agents can infer new knowledge by gathering existing information
and these additional connections between them. As a result of being designed and main-
tained independently, data sources exhibit highly heterogeneous nature. This increases the
complexity of data integration and hinders interoperability. However, if we can align the
overlapping concepts among different domains of knowledge, the prospect of achieving
interoperability and integration without having any intermediate reasoning agent, can be
extremly valuable. But reusing ontologies is a practice that requires significant human ef-
fort by itself [72]. It takes crucial amount of endeavour on Ontology Engineers’ part to
understand an existing ontology and figure out an appropriate domain for reuse. Being able
to consult good documentations and clear schema diagrams, contributes largely in favor of
this pursuit[41]. In this paper, we described the development of a light-weight tool that au-
tomatically produces a schema diagram from a given ontology. We have evaluated our work
comparing with the standard diagrams available in existing literature. Also, we matched
our results with the visualization yielded by a widely used visualization tool VOWL. In the
end, we presented a comparative discussion between the different approaches conceived by
these two tools and compared their efficacy.
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1
Introduction
Semantic web is a field of research that deals with the creation, publication, linkage, reuse
and analysis of machine-readable content. In this field, researchers cater to the need of
improving the quality of information from a machine’s perspective of readability. Some of
the most useful invention of our age, i.e. Google’s knowledge vault is driven by the force
of such technology.
In the very words of the father of Semantic Web Technology, Tim Berners-Lee, “The
Web was designed as an information space, with the goal that it should be useful not only
for human-human communication, but also that machines would be able to participate and
help. One of the major obstacles to this has been the fact that most information on the Web
is designed for human consumption, and even if it was derived from a database with well
defined meanings (in at least some terms) for its columns, that the structure of the data is
not evident to a robot browsing the Web. Leaving aside the artificial intelligence problem
of training machines to behave like people, the Semantic Web approach instead develops
languages for expressing information in a machine processable form”[10]. Meticulously
designed Controlled Vocabularies, Taxonomies, Meta-data Tags and Ontologies are some
of the most widely perceived approach towards the creation of machine-readable content.
Although all of these approaches have their pros and cons, Ontologies are largely preferred
1
due to the logical maneuverability it offers.
An ontology is a formal representation of a set of concepts within a domain and the
relationships among these concepts. Ontology Engineering is an iterative process of de-
termining concepts within a certain domain, enumerating these terms, defining them as
classes, connecting them using properties, constraints etc. Creation of instances and con-
sidering the reuse aspect at every step is also part of this design process. As a field of
research it also includes the study of ontology design methodologies, evaluating bench-
marks and other tools relevant throughout the development life-cycle of ontologies.
Developing an ontology from scratch is expensive and requires vigorous effort. Schol-
ars argue in existing literature [45], [65], [55] that one of the original main motivations for
creating ontologies is shared conceptualizations, which can not be achieved without reusing
ontologies fully or partially. Reuse would also reduce the cost and monotony of reproduc-
ing very similar artifacts multiple times with minute variation. However, reusing ontolo-
gies itself is a resource intensive process. The exact reasons why ontologies experience
such little reuse are at this point very poorly understood. Anecdotal evidence indicates that
ontologies often are poorly designed and constructed, difficult to understand, insufficiently
documented and maintained, too specific or too broad (or both)[34]. As a consequence,
ontology Engineers, practitioners and data publishers have to invest significant effort and
time in making decision whether another ontology or ontology design pattern1 is reusable
for their intended context[14]. From earlier studies[41], [33], [12], it is evident that ‘a good
documentation’, ‘a compact set of competency questions’2, ‘a clear schema diagram’ are
some artifacts that largely aid to this decision making process. Unfortunately, most often
existing ontologies are not accompanied with the aforementioned items. Not having enough
tooling support available is another obstacle towards finding reusable components[34]. On-
line repositories like ODP portal3 contains a variety of well-designed ontology but it lacks
1Reusable successful solution to a recurrent [ontology] modeling problem[2]. Also, known as ODPs.
2Competency questions are questions an ontology is supposed to be able to answer[71].
3http://ontologydesignpatterns.org/wiki/Main_Page
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an efficient searchable interface. As a result, a great collection of reusable modular on-
tologies remains ineffective unless the user possess background knowledge about these
existing ontologies from earlier experience. Even when someone succeeds in compiling
a short list of prospective ontologies, it becomes hard to quantify and thus compare their
potential for reuse due to the lack of documentation, schema diagram and an associated set
of competency questions.
To enhance accessibility of reusable ontologies or ODPs, we considered several ap-
proaches that would improve the current state of accessibility. Our very first line of thought
was to ensure making a proper documentation available for existing ontologies. However,
automatically generating meaningful documentations is quite challenging as machines have
limited capability when it comes down to the issue of finding an appropriate balance for
specificity versus generality. As a result, relying on documentations would only be useful
when the original producers of ontologies would provide a well-written version, which is
not realizable at the moment. Other than that, competency question sets could also be a
useful resource for expanding searchability. Nonetheless, the user would have to be well-
acquainted with the vocabulary of the knowledge domain represented in a certain ontolgoy
to make sense of the set of competency question.
After carefully considering each possible route of solution and from our earlier ex-
perience of various ontology modelling sessions, we determined that a detailed schema
diagram is the most practical artifact for a quick overview of existing ontologies. As our
next step, we analyzed state-of-the-art approaches by the Semantic Web and Linked Data
communities to handle visualization and the results from their effort. There is a signif-
icant number of stand-alone visualization tools, along with a multitude of tools existing
as Protégé[1] plugins, that have been generated from this particular area of research[11].
Protégé is a sophisticated GUI tool for rendering, designing and investigating ontologies.
Because of its widespread acceptability as an ontology editor and large user base, most
visualization tools provide a plugin integratable with Protégé. Among all these plugins,
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currently the most prominent one is VOWL[50], which generates a force-directed graph
like visualization from the ontology provided as an input to ProtégéVOWL [52]. VOWL
also has a stand-alone web version available, Web-VOWL [51], which contains a more
complete implementation of VOWL2[53] specification than the plugin.
To examine the efficacy of VOWL’s approach, we tested a large number of different
ontologies from the ODP portal 4. Unfortunately, the performance was not consistent in
producing a meaningful visualization for a lot of ontologies. As a visualizer tool, VOWL
generates a force-directed graph layout to represent the ontology in an aesthetically pleasant
manner[54]. Unlike most of its predecessors, VOWL aims at visualizing the T-box axioms
instead of depicting class hierarchy and optionally integrates A-box axioms in the diagram.
This design decision is supported by an user study [59] where users apprehend scalability
of the diagram would hurt greatly if all A-box axioms are crammed in. However, VOWL
relies on the domain and/or range axiom defined for a property to determine the direction
of an arrowhead connecting two entities ini the diagram using that particular property [54].
As a result, if the domain and range relationships are not defined for a certain property, it
assumes owl:Thing to be the domain and/or range of it. The pitfall of such design decision
is that class diagrams generated using VOWL ends up containing a lot of edges starting
from and ending into owl:Thing instead of linking the actual entities they are supposed to.
In order to allow room for extension in different application contexts, domain and range
constraints are rarely defined with rigor within an ontology. Rather, ontology practitioners
emphasize on defining the minimal set of axioms that best encompasses all prominent
relationships among the entities within that specific knowledge domain. While drawing
the schema diagrams manually, scholars and practitioners often start with analyzing these
axioms and choose to display the set of most important ones to provide a clear, uncluttered
perspective through an image.
As VOWL’s unique approach was proved to be insufficient in yielding a clear depic-
4http://ontologydesignpatterns.org/wiki/Main_Page
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tion for numerous ontologies, we wanted to build a tool that would more closely imitate the
manual methodology often followed by scientists and ontology engineers. The basic prin-
ciple we intended our tool to follow is traversing all logical axioms of a given ontology,
selecting the subset of most important ones and then depicting them in pictorial format.
We wanted to compare the performance of these two tools and reach a conclusion regard-
ing which of these two methodology provides better performance based on empirical data.
To practically accomplish a reliable evaluation we developed the tool according to our plan
and generated schema diagram for multiple well-designed, modular ontologies. We col-
lected schema diagrams for the same set of ontologies using the ProtégéVOWL plugin. In
the following sections of this thesis, we will provide the details regarding how we built the
tool, the reason for choosing certain ontologies and finally the results of our analysis.
Before diving into the details, here is the research hypothesis which we intended to
prove through this endeavor:
Hypotheses:
• A visualizer tool that focuses directly on the T-Box axioms or a subset
of these axioms of a given ontology performs significantly better re-
garding generation of schema diagrams than tools that infer the rela-
tionship between entities from the domain-range restriction imposed
on the properties connecting them.
To describe our effort in brief, we modified the existing OWLAPI[39] code base to
traverse through all the axioms of a given ontology and produced a collection of signif-
icant triples. Next we used a Java library provided by yWorks[78] to generate graphical
visualizations. Currently it is still a stand-alone project which can be accessed through this
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github link: 5. However, our future plan is to integrate it as a plugin with the Protégé editor
for easier access to ontologists and other practitioners of this field.
Chapter Overview
The rest of this thesis is organized as following.
Chapter 2: Preliminaries contain fundamental definitions to provide a brief overview
of OWL, Axioms, Logical Axioms, OWLAPI, Visitor Pattern, yEd, VOWL and Protégé.
Chapter 3: Related Work elaborates earlier and contemporary attempts of visualizing
ontologies on different platforms. In this section we also describe the pros and cons of these
tools and our motivating factors behind designing yet another ontology visualizer plugin.
Chapter 4: Research Contributions explains the design principle behind how the tool
operates in order to generate visualization of a given ontology.
Chapter 5: Evaluation covers the process of comparing two sets of automatically gen-
erated diagrams with each other. This section also contains discussion regarding the limi-
tations and scopes of extension of our tool.
5https://github.com/Nazifa115/OntologyVisualization
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2
Preliminaries
In this section we will elaborate some of the vital concepts related to our work.
2.1 OWL
The W3C standard Web Ontology Language (OWL) is a Semantic Web language designed
to represent rich and complex knowledge about things, groups of things, and a qualitative
interpretation of relations between things. Three different variations exist of the current
specification, which are also addressed as sub-languages or species of OWL: OWL-Lite,
OWL-DL, and OWL-Full. OWL and OWL2 are the two different versions currently in
existence.
These variation of format and different levels of ability to express enables an ontology
engineer or data-publisher to choose a certain variation to suit their intended usage. Table
2.1 shows the different sub-languages and to which Description Logic(DL) they are paired
with. Each of these sub-languages are also hierarchical. In other words, a valid OWL-Lite
ontology is also a valid OWL-DL ontology. Similarly, a valid OWL-DL ontology is also a
valid OWL-Full Ontology.
Currently, we have several different standard syntax for the OWL family, which are:
7
OWL Variant DL Worst Case Complexity
OWL-Lite SHOIF (D) ExpTime-Complete
OWL-DL SHOIN (D) NExpTime-Complete
OWL2-DL SROIQ(D) NExpTime-Hard
OWL/OWL2-Full Not DLs Undecidable
Table 2.1: The OWL Family and their associated description logic1
Prefix(:=<http://schema.geolink.org/1.0/pattern/agentrole/#>)
Prefix(owl:=<http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>)
Prefix(rdf:=<http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>)
Prefix(xml:=<http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace>)
Prefix(xsd:=<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>)
Prefix(rdfs:=<http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>)
Prefix(agentrole:=
<http://schema.geolink.org/1.0/pattern/agentrole#>)
SubClassOf(
Annotation(
rdfs:comment ”Guarded range for performedBy
(range: Agent, guard: AgentRole)”)
agentrole:AgentRole ObjectAllValuesFrom
(agentrole:performedBy agentrole:Agent
)
)
Figure 2.1: OWL Functional Syntax Rendering
OWL2 functional syntax, OWL RDF/XML, OWL2 XML and Manchester Syntax.
For the convenience of clarity, a small example in each syntax is provided in the
Figures 2.1-2.4 below. The axiom reflected in these examples can be found in the Figure
2.5. We used Protégé to generate these examples.
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<?xml version="1.0"?>
<rdf:
RDF xmlns="http://schema.geolink.org/1.0/pattern/agentrole\#"
xml:base="http://schema.geolink.org/1.0/pattern/agentrole"
xmlns:agentrole=
"http://schema.geolink.org/1.0/pattern/agentrole\#">
<owl:Axiom>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty
rdf:resource="http://schema.geolink.org/1.0/pattern/agentrole
\#performedBy"/>
<owl:allValuesFrom
rdf:resource=
"http://schema.geolink.org/1.0/pattern/agentrole\#Agent"/>
</owl:Restriction>
</owl:annotatedTarget>
<rdfs:comment>
Guarded range for performedBy (range: Agent, guard: AgentRole)
</rdfs:comment>
</owl:Axiom>
</rdf:RDF>
Figure 2.2: RDF/XML Rendering
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<?xml version="1.0"?>
<Ontology xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl\#"
xml:base="http://schema.geolink.org/1.0/pattern/agentrole"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns\#"
xmlns:xml="http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema\#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema\#"
ontologyIRI="http://schema.geolink.org/1.0/pattern/agentrole">
<Prefix name="agentrole"
IRI="http://schema.geolink.org/1.0/pattern/agentrole\#"/>
<Import>http://www.w3.org/2006/time</Import>
<Declaration>
<Class IRI="\#AgentRole"/>
</Declaration>
<Declaration>
<ObjectProperty IRI="\#performedBy"/>
</Declaration>
<Declaration>
<Class IRI="\#Agent"/>
</Declaration>
<SubClassOf>
<ObjectSomeValuesFrom>
<ObjectProperty IRI="\#performedBy"/>
<Class IRI="\#Agent"/>
</ObjectSomeValuesFrom>
<Class IRI="\#AgentRole"/>
</SubClassOf>
</Ontology>
Figure 2.3: OWL/XML Syntax Rendering
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Prefix: : <http://schema.geolink.org/1.0/pattern/agentrole\#>
Prefix: agentrole:
<http://schema.geolink.org/1.0/pattern/agentrole\#>
Prefix: owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl\#>
Prefix: rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns\#>
Prefix: rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema\#>
Prefix: xml: <http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace>
Prefix: xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema\#>
Ontology: <http://schema.geolink.org/1.0/pattern/agentrole>
ObjectProperty: agentrole:performsAgentRole
Annotations:
rdfs:label "performsAgentRole"
InverseOf:
agentrole:performedBy
Class: agentrole:Agent
Class: agentrole:AgentRole
SubClassOf:
agentrole:performedBy only agentrole:Agent,
agentrole:performedBy exactly 1 agentrole:Agent
Figure 2.4: Manchester Syntax Rendering
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AgentRole v ∃performedBy.Agent (2.1)
Figure 2.5: An Example TBox (Terminology).
2.2 Axioms
An axiom is a hypothesis which is true in the context of the knowledge domain. There
are two different type of axioms available; i.e. logical axioms and non-Logical axioms. To
show that the claims of a system of knowledge can be derived from a small, well-understood
set of sentences (the axioms) is called axiomatization. Typically there are multiple types of
axiomatization, i.e. Logical Axioms, non-logical axioms tc.
2.2.1 Logical Axioms
A general concept inclusion (GCI) has the form C v D where C and D are concepts. It is
written as, C ≡ D when, C v D and D v C. A TBox is any finite set of such GCIs.
2.2.2 Non-Logical Axioms
A non-logical axiom is not a self-evident truth, but rather a formal logical expression used
in deduction to build a mathematical theory. This type of axioms supports declaration
of identifiers. It also enables the addition of annotations to arbitrary axioms and entities;
similar to comments in a programming language.
2.3 OWLAPI
The OWLAPI[39] is a Java interface and implementation for the W3C Web Ontology Lan-
guage OWL, which has an extremely useful set of tools for creating, rendering and manip-
ulating ontologies. In the following chapter 4 we describe in detail how we have utilized
12
existing features of OWLAPI to develop our visualization tool.
2.4 Protégé
Protégé[1] is an open-source software, developed and maintained by Stanford University,
for flexible manipulation of ontologies. This platform lets ontology engineers create entity
hierarchy and define relationships between them without having to write the OWL files
manually. Defining data properties, object properties and their scope definitions are made
easier too.
2.5 VOWL (ProtégéVOWL and WebVOWL)
VOWL stands for the Visual Notation for OWL Ontologies, which is a comprehensive and
well-specified visual language for the user-oriented representation of ontologies. VOWL
has specified a set of definitions for most elements of the OWL language. Combining these
graphical elements VOWL aims to generate an force-directed graph layout visualizing the
ontology to enhance comprehensibility among the casual ontology users.
As stated above, VOWL is one of the most prominent and recent tool, which has
two versions available. One is a plugin integrated with Protégé as a plugin and the other
one is served as web service. Although visually aesthetic, VOWL visualizations have some
critical limitations i.e. obscurity, clutter, lack of clarity, failing to generate any visualization
at all for some ontologies etc. In the related work section 3, we provide a discussion more
in-depth about the strategy VOWL follows to generate visualization and why it would not
yield a desired output in every case.
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Figure 2.6: An example of rendering of an ontology using the Visual Notation for OWL
Ontologies.
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2.6 yFiles
yFiles2 is a open-source Java library which is a lightweight version of the engine running
behind the popular diagramming tool yEd3. While developing our tool this library helped us
immenesely in accomplishing the goal of generating clean diagrams. Although, currently
the license is available for an evaluation up to 30 days only, given enough time to process
a written request yWorks team usually extends the duration of the license for students and
other non-professional practitioners.
2http://www.yworks.com/products/yfiles-for-java
3http://www.yworks.com/products/yed
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3
Related Work
Despite the immense benefits, the topic of reusing ontologies is not well explored in the
literature. There are many reasons for this. Before the advent of the Semantic Web only
a handful ontology was in existence. The arduous process of constructing ontologies and
limited field of usage deterred researchers from generating new ones. Since the coinage of
Semantic Web technology, ontology creation has experienced a spike. Unfortunately as the
process of implementing Semantic Web technology is a gradual process, the benefits are
yet to become evident to many. As a result, we still do not have enough reusable, modular,
logically-sound ontologies existing out there. In the meantime, most existing ones are
hard to reuse and difficult to discover and evaluate for the purpose of reuse. As a result,
the advantages of manual ontology reuse seems unclear since the overhead of seeking and
understanding existing ontologies by humans may be even greater than simply building an
ontology from scratch. At the same time, many existing ontologies simply do not support
any effective way of re-utilization. The corresponding information in these ontologies are
hard to retrieve for manual or automated reuse.
Ontology reuse has been studied for years. Most of the earlier research focuses on
the study of reusable ontology repositories. In 2001, Ding and Fensel [17] surveyed these
earlier ontology libraries. Due to the lack of ontologies, however, very few studies on
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practically reusing ontologies exist prior to this survey. Uschold and his colleagues[24]
presented a start-to-finish process of reusing an existing ontology in a small-scale appli-
cation. According to the authors, the purpose was a feasibility demonstration only. They
concluded that reusing an ontology was far from an automated process at that time.
With the growth of semantic web research, more and more ontologies have been cre-
ated and used in real-world applications. Researchers have started to address more of the
ontology reuse problem. Two different sections of study has emerged: theoretical studies of
ontology reusability [20, 30, 8] and practical studies of ontology reuse [69, 61, 5]. Previous
surveys of ontology libraries speaks for the level of difficulty in managing heterogeneous
ontologies in simple repositories. Standardized modules may significantly improve the
reusability of ontologies. One major purpose of modular ontology research concerns the
reusability of ontologies.
A common implicit assumption in all these practical ontology reuse studies is that
source ontologies must be reusable for a target domain. Although source ontologies often
declare a target domain, the corresponding information is irretrievable for ontology reuse.
This is the real bottleneck for ontology or modular ontology reuse. From existing literature
we derived that Visualizations can help in this regard by assisting in the development,
exploration, verification, and sense-making of ontologies [47, 28, 42].
We argue that having good diagram of ontologies make them easy to review and thus
easier to reuse. We describe the currently existing artifacts and their limitations which led
us to develop an artifact of four own.
3.1 Tools preceeding VOWL
Quite a number of visualizations for ontologies have been developed in recent past. Ex-
isting literature contains surveys [18, 42, 46] as well as comparative studies [26, 32, 4]
on a number of these visualization tools. Some of these tools have been implemented as
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standalone applications, but most are realized as plugins for ontology editors like Protégé.
We have divided these tools based on the approach they follow and provide detailed
description here.
3.1.1 Based on Graph Structure
Approaching ontology visualization as depicting graphs are very common among the groups
developing visualization tools. It actually reflects the most vital relationship between enti-
ties and properties. However, only a handful of them show the information actually required
by the practitioners, i.e. all classes and properties.
For example, we can only get a perspective of the class hierarchy from tools like
OWLViz[38], OntoTrack[48] and KC-Viz[58]. GLOW[37] functions in a similar man-
ner except it can render different layouts in multiple views. Also it has the capability of
bundling hierarchical edges and thus visualizing additional properties[36].
OntoGraf[77] is a plugin for Protégé which supports for interactively navigating the
relationships of an OWL ontologies. Various layouts are supported for automatically or-
ganizing the structure of the given ontology. Different relationships are supported too, i.e.
subclass, individual, domain/range object properties, and equivalence. Relationships and
node types can be filtered to help create the desired view. However it does not signify
the logical relationship between entities. FlexViz[22], OLSVis[73], and OWLPropViz[74]
represent various types of property relations, but exclues datatype properties which hinders
complete understanding of the information modeled in ontologies.
Some tools like TGVizTab[6] and NavigOWL[40] provide more comprehensive graph
visualizations that represent all key elements of ontologies but unfortunately it is visually
difficult to differenciate them. SOVA[13] and GROWL introduces improvisation nin this
regard, where they define more elaborate notations using different symbols, colors and node
shapes. However, as the notations of both of them rely on symbols from Description Logic
, they are less suitable for casual users. Furthermore, presence of large number of crossing
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Figure 3.1: An example of generating an ontology using the OntoGraf Protégé plugin.
edges has a negative impact on their readability[53].
Finally, 3D graph visualizations is implemented in tools as, such as OntoSphere [15],
Onto3DViz [31], and OntoSELF [67]. OntoRama[19] and Ontobroker [23] even has im-
plementation of hyperbolic trees. However, all of these works again focus only on specific
aspects of ontologies, such as the class hierarchy or relationships between certain OWL
elements.
3.1.2 Based on Diagram Types
There are a number of tools focusing on diagram types as their main approach towards find-
ing an appropriate pictorial depiction of an ontolgoy. OWL-VisMod [27] and Jambalaya
[68] use treemaps where CropCircles [75] represents the class hierarchy as nested circles
similar to treemaps.
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Cluster Maps have been integrated into the DOPE[70] browser and VIScover system[49].
And OntoTrix[7] uses the NodeTrix[35] technique to generate visualization. However most
of these tools focus on the ABox axioms whereas TBox axioms are the ones required to be
visualized in order to provide a compact overview.
3.1.3 Based on UML Visualization
UML (Universal Modeling Language) is a powerful type of diagramming methodology
and often reused to visualize ontologies. ODM[3] is a precise mapping between OWL and
UML class diagrams. Usually conventional UML editors are not equipped with the capacity
of reading and visualizing OWL files. As a consequence some special drawing tools have
been developed which can support both UML and OWL. Some noteworthy instances are
OWLGrEd[9], Visual Ontology Modeler (VOM)[43], TopBraid Composer[16] etc.
UML based visualization tools i.e. OntoViz[66], VisioOWL[25], Grafoo[21] have
been warmly welcomed due to the reason that most users had easy understanding of them[60].
Unfortunately, despite having a lot of potential none of these tools lived up to their expec-
tation of generating a simplified diagram of a given ontology.
3.1.4 Based on RDF visualization
Any OWL ontology can be represented as an RDF graph. As a result, it may also be visual-
ized using the common RDF graph notation, consisting of plain nodes and links that form
a graph[56]. Some tools resulting from this approach are RDF Gravity[29], IsaViz[62],
Welkin[57] etc. The biggest problem of RDF graph based approach is it becomes cluttered
pretty soon with numorous nodes and links.
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3.2 Visual Notation for OWL: VOWL
The Visual Notation for OWL Ontologies (VOWL) is a specification for a visual language
that represents ontologies to a user [50]. The specification defines a number of graphical
primitives that are used to build the alphabet of the visual notation. The alphabet is then
used to generate a force-directed graph that visualizes the ontology. VOWL is implemented
as a Protégé plugin and also as a web service.
Scholars are yet to reach an unanimous agreement about how to represent complex
axioms. Figure 3.2 shows how VOWL[50] renders its benchmark ontology. In this case,
shaded areas labeled 2 and 10 are interesting for several reasons. In Area 2, the visual
semantics of a circle labeled “disjoint class” is not clear. Axioms involving the traditional
set operations (i.e. conjunction, disjunction, and complement) are unclear. Edges in and
emitting out of area 10 are a good example of this. It is unclear what the dashed line tries
to express. It is used to indicate set operators or class disjointness, but does not impart
directionality (i.e. does not exactly and unambiguously show how the class is related to the
set operator). For example, with respect to Figure 3.2 how is Class 1 related to the ¬ and
the subsequent ∩? We argue that these inexact, graphical primitives serve to obfuscate the
relationships between concepts in the presence of complex axioms. However, [50] does
clearly and intuitively communicate which entities are Classes, Properties, or Datatypes.
An additional example, of a non-synthetic variety, of a rendering in VOWL is provided in
Figure 2.5. The graph itself is aesthetically pleasing, but the overall structure is obscured
by the level of detail. Additionally, subproperty relations seem especially confusing amidst
all the other visualized relations.
As a final remark, the force-directed graph visualization does not take into account
any semantics in the final visualization of the ontology. That is, the visualization itself is
dependent upon graph metrics such as node degree and centrality, rather than emphasizing
semantically important relationships. That is, classes (or concepts) that are tightly seman-
tically coupled have no guarantee that this coupling is emphasized, or even clear, in the
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Figure 3.2: The benchmark ontology for VOWL. This figure is exactly reproduced from
[50].
final visualization. Moreover, as the ontology engineering process is frequently iterative,
there is no guarantee that semantically similar iterations of the ontology have similar vi-
sualizations. This can make visualizing the contents and semantics of an ontology under
development difficult during the iterative design process.
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3.3 Discussion
From the above discussion the common characteristics that stand out is most of these tools
are focused on some specific diagramming style and less focused on expressing the rela-
tionship among the entities. Following the popular Visual Information Seeking Mantra of
“overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand”[64], we decided to build our own
tool which follows a simple diagramming style like UML and concentrates explicitly on
the T-box axioms in an ontology. The tool parses he ontology as an RDF-graph and later
visualizes the triples using two basic symbols: rectangles and arrows. More description of
the tool and evaluation of our results are provided in the following sections.
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Research Contributions
This section describes our approach on how we generated class diagrams by modifying
existing OWLAPI library functionalities and leveraging features provided by the yWorks
library. To start with, we were faced with several questions. Following are some of them:
• “What ontology formalization language to consider?
• “How to parse the axioms?”
• “Is there any existing tool to help us with producing a visualization?”
• “Which platform to develop on?”
• “How to evaluate our work?”
In the following section, we will discuss how we came up with answers for these
questions. Along with that, we briefly present the process of creating a data-structure
consumable for the yEd library in order to generate a graph-like visualization. As of now,
this stand-alone tool is not integrated with Protégé but it can still generate class diagrams
by following the instruction provided at the end of this chapter.
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4.1 Formalization of Language
There are several choices for formalizing ontology as ontologies can be represented us-
ing taxonomies, controlled vocabularies, first-order-logic, RDF, DL, Owl (Web Ontology
Language) etc. We chose to ride along with OWL format. As discussed in section OWL
is a popular expressive ontology language which has multiple syntaxes. One of them is
the Manchester Syntax as displayed in 2.4, which has a proper human-readable format and
thus helped us immensely during the development process. Another reason was having the
support of creating, analyzing and renderings in various formats through the Protégé tool.
Additionally, Protégé allows integration of additional plug-ins to cater to the needs of its
growing audience which provides us with room for future expansion.
4.2 Choosing Development Platform
As OWLAPI is developed in Java, the choice of language was obvious for us. We followed
maven architecture for easier integration of OWLAPI and other dependent libraries with
this project. Next we had to find an easily modifiable and extendable visualization library
which meets our needs. Upon investigation, we discovered yFiles, briefly mentioned in
2.6, a light-weight Java version of the engine behind popular diagramming software yEd1.
Although the open-source version available for popular usage is not as strong as the one
running behind yEd, it was sufficient for our intended purpose.
It should be acknowledged here that yWorks2 provided us with a free evaluation li-
cense and reasonable extensions on it once we described our work and placed request for a
free license over e-mail.
1https://www.yworks.com/products/yed
2https://www.yworks.com/
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4.3 Development Design
Coming up with the design was a highly iterative process. We kept adding features and kept
discovering the initial design principles needed modification. Our main goal was to mimic
the manual process of generating class diagrams through the execution of an automated
process. At first, we started small and parsed through the logical axioms to display all of
them in triple format. Once we accomplished that, we decided to move on to consolidating
the same entities into one diagramming entity in the visualization. Our next concern was
removing duplicate axioms. The issue of reverse edges with inverse properties surfaced as
a new challenge which took us a while to solve. Our biggest concern was determining the
set of axioms to display which conveys the highest amount of information and generates
the least amount of obscurity. Finding that sweet spot might need the help of machine
learning in future. For now we settled for an ad-hoc solution which yielded us with robust
output. For the rest of this section, we will discuss some of our development goals, what
challenges we faced in order to accomplish them and what solution approach we followed.
4.3.1 Selecting an Optimal Set of Axioms
As discussed in 2.1, rigorous definition of an ontology in OWL may contain a lot of re-
dundancy. Other than that, axioms declaring data properties, object properties, relation
between the properties and their domain-range scope, are the types of axioms which does
not carry much value in providing an overview about the ontology. As a result, when On-
tology Engineers or domain scientists produce a class diagram for any given ontology, they
choose to display a handful of them, leaving the ones out which are not essential from the
point of view of understandability. At the moment, machines do not possess such cognitive
capability to be able to make these decisions intelligently. So, the challenge for us was
to devise an algorithm which would filter in the most meaningful axioms from the bunch
available in owl format. Following are the design decisions we made in order to render a
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clutter-free legible class diagram.
• Data Properties and Object Properties: The first design decision was ignoring
declaration of data properties and object properties. We also omitted the axioms es-
tablishing relationship among these properties. Although the domain-range specifi-
cation of these properties serves the purpose of verifying correctness of our diagram,
transporting them into the visualization did not have any such value. So we left those
ones out too. OWLAPI classifies these axioms as non-logical axioms. We considered
the set of Logical Axioms alone for visualization.
• A-box Axioms: A-Box axioms are mapping of object instances to concept entities
in an ontology. In some cases they might be effectively carrying useful information,
as in the cruise ontology, showed in figure 5.1, generally it is not the case. So we
decided to omit these type of axioms as well.
• Disjointedness: Axioms that express the disjointedness relationship among multiple
classes are hard to port into visualization. We decided to not process these axioms
for visualization either.
• Equivalence: Due to the design of OWLAPI, the equivalent axioms appear twice
as a subclassOf axiom from each direction. Also it reappears for each class entity
present in the relation. We decided to show the subclassing directional that appears
first. While parsing the axioms, OWLAPI sorts the classes in lexicographical order.
As a result we always encounter the equivalence axiom for the expression that has
lower lexicographic value than the other.
• Repeated Axioms: As mentioned above, OWLAPI visits each axiom for each entity
present in its signature. For example, in case of disjointedness, OWLAPI will visit
the axiom for each class present in it. For a disjointedness relationship among three
classes, as showed in figure , this axiom will be visited six different times.
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Figure 4.1: An example of Disjointedness.
Figure 4.2: Visitor Pattern
4.3.2 Parsing Axioms
OWLAPI has a built-in class implementing visitor pattern for visiting each class expression
recursively in an axiom. In object-oriented programming and software engineering, the
visitor design pattern is a way of separating an algorithm from an object structure on which
it operates. A practical result of this separation is the ability to add new operations to
existent object structures without modifying the structures. [76]
To accomplish our goal of visualization, we extended this class and added function-
ality so this class could build a triple that we wanted to pass on to our visualizer class.
By triple, here we refer to a data structure that contains an initial node, a label accompa-
nied with the direction of the connecting edge and the node this edge is connecting the
former one with. This data-structure was easily consumable by the Visualizer class we im-
plemented by extending the yWorks library. The generated triples were added to a global
stack of all potentially visualizable triples. We did not handle omission of duplicate triples
or checking for them under the scope of this class.
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Figure 4.3: An example of generating a class diagram using the visualizer tool.
4.3.3 Visualization
In our next step, we passed on the global stack containing all triples visualizable by yWorks
library method to the Visualizer class. In this class, we check for and clean up all duplicate
axioms appearing in the stack. To remove duplication we removed one but all different
versions of the same triple appearing for each entity in its signature. We also checked for
the edges containing inverse relationship and depicting the same relationship in the opposite
direction. We also processed the stack and converted it into a hashMap. In this map, the
keys are the class names and values are all the edges and entities they are connected to.
In this class, we also made sure, that while consolidating the same entities as one, simple
data-types do not get mixed up in the process and still be considered as separate entity for
each occurrence. With the support of graph visualization methods provided by the yWorks
library we generated the class diagram as a DAG(Directed Acyclic Graph).
Following is the visualization generated by our plugin for a widely known and reused
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modular ontology AgentRole.
A multitude of examples are provided in Appendix C [7]
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5
Evaluation
5.1 Evaluation Design
In this section, we describe the procedure we followed and how we set parameters to eval-
uate the efficacy of our visualizer tool. After carefully considering several routes, we came
up with the plan of considering the schema diagrams available for different ontologies and
ontology design patterns in the existing literature and ODP website[2] as the Gold Stan-
dard. The main purpose of building this tool was generating schema diagrams automati-
cally that are close to those produced by human practitioners. So we determined the best
evaluation process would be to measure graphical similarity of our automatically generated
diagrams to those of the standard ones.
To begin with the evaluation process, at first we prepared a short list of logically
sound ontologies from the existing repository[2], which had proper schema diagrams ac-
companying them. To ensure correctness, we have only considered the latest version of the
diagrams available in literature and which are provided by the original producers of these
components. We made sure our collection contained the most updated versions for each of
these schema diagrams. At the beginning, we expected to evaluate a lot more ontologies
then what we could but unfortunately a lot of those ontologies did not have any schema
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diagram accompanying them. Next we generated schema diagrams using VOWL and our
tool for the same set of ontologies and started the evaluation process.
It is a challenging task to compare two images based on how much information they
are able to convey. Fortunately to our advantage, ontologies can be broken down into
atomic units called triples which represent the modular relation between two entities within
that particular ontology. So our natural instinct was to break down the schema diagrams
into sets of triples, which then can easily be compared to one another. To serve that pur-
pose, we listed all the edges in each of these diagrams (i.e. the standard diagram, our
tool-generated diagram and VOWL-generated diagram). We also listed the nodes they emit
from, and the nodes they connect to. In brief, we listed each triple that are being depicted
in these diagrams. For our next step, we matched the number of equivalent triples ap-
pearing in the standard version to those of tool-generated versions. For the moment, only
exact matches are being considered for this step. The human-generated versions of the
diagrams often contained triples that has been inferred from the available rules and defini-
tions. These inferred triples helps human comprehensibility to a great extent. Whereas the
automatically generated diagrams contains only the triples defined in the ontology, which
inevitably decreases the rate of efficiency achieved by the tools. Despite that, allowing
inference poses with the risk of running into non-terminating situations, hence we have
refrained from allowing inference in our design. More insight is provided in the discussion
section of respective ontologies impacted by this design choice.
Once we acquired these values, we proceeded to calculate the precision, recall and
F1-score values. To provide context, precision is the fraction of relevant instances among
the retrieved instances, while recall is the ratio of relevant instances that have been retrieved
to the total amount of relevant instances.
Precision =
True Positive
True Positive + False Positive
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Recall =
True Positive
True Positive + False Negative
F1-score can be interpreted as a weighted average of the precision and recall values,
where an F1-score reaches its peak at 1 and lowest at 0. For our evaluation, if an automat-
ically generated diagram contain every single triple visualized in the standardized version,
the value of F1-score will be 1. In special cases, where automatically generated diagrams
fail to match any triple depicted in the standard version, calculation of F1-score is not
possible.
F1-score =
2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall
Precision + Recall
(5.1)
Now we elaborate the way we tailored calculation of these values for our specific case.
We consider the number of triples (i.e. entity node-property edge-entity node) matching
the standardization as true positives, the missing ones as false negatives and the ones those
appear in the generated visualizations but not present in the standard format to be false
positives. In special cases, where automatically generated diagrams fail to match any set
of triple visualized in the manually produced version, values of precision and recall will
be 0 and no meaningful value for F1-score can be accomplished. From these values, the
formulas used for our calculation are as following:
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Precision = (5.2)
List of edges co-insiding with Standard Diagram
List of edges co-insiding with Standard Diagram + List of edges extra to the Standard Diagram
(5.3)
Recall = (5.4)
List of edges co-insiding with Standard Diagram
List of edges co-insiding with Standard Diagram + List of edges missing from Standard Diagram
(5.5)
Calculation of F1-score is done the same way as in equation 5.1 using the values
acquired from equations above.
Once we have calculated the precision, recall and F1-scores for the tool-generated
schema diagrams and VOWL-generated class diagrams, we compared them with each
other. Throughout the rest of this section, we provide description of the process of cal-
culating these vallues for five ontologies, and how we compared our tool generated visu-
alizations with the VOWL-generated visualizations. We also provide our insight regarding
the precision, recall values and F1-scores we achieved.
For more visualizations, see Appendix C [7], which we could not evaluate due to
VOWL being unable to generate any clear depiction. Due to the lack of availability of both
artifact, an OWL file and a standard visualization, we had to leave out a lot of interesting
ontologies and patterns from our evaluation
AgentRole
We have collected the following AgentRole design pattern from [45].
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Figure 5.1: Standard Visualization of AgentRole design Pattern.
AgentRole v ∃isPerformedBy.Agent (5.6)
AgentRole v ∃isAgentRoleIn.owl:Thing (5.7)
AgentRole v ∃providesAgentRole.owl:Thing (5.8)
AgentRole v ∃startsAtTime.TimeInstant (5.9)
AgentRole v ∃endsAtTime.TimeInstant (5.10)
Figure 5.2: Edge List of the AgentRole from Standard Diagram
For this ontology, the list of edges collected form the standard diagram are as showed
in figure 5.1
And the visualization generated using our tool is as following:
The list of edges collected from the tool-generated diagram are showed in figure 5.1
The precision value calculated for this ontology, from our tool generated visualization
is 0.4, recall is 0.5 and F-1 Measure is 44.5%.
This ontology is a great example of the inference or reasoning factor we mentioned
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Figure 5.3: Rendering of AgentRole ontology using the plugin.
Thing v ∃subclass.TemporalEntity (5.11)
AgentRole v ∃isAgentRoleIn.Thing (5.12)
AgentRole v ∃hasTemporalExtent.TemporalEntity (5.13)
AgentRole v ∃hasAgentRoleType.AgentRoleType (5.14)
AgentRole v ∃performedBy.Agent (5.15)
Figure 5.4: Edge List of the AgentRole from Tool Generated Diagram
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Figure 5.5: Rendering of AgentRole ontology using VOWL [50].
above which impacts our results. In figure 5.1, equation 5.9 and 5.10 are trivial inferences
from the rules defined in the original ontology. But it makes the triples different and as a
result our tool generated diagram did not have an exact match for these two triples, which
made recall value going down resulting in lower F1-score as a consequence.
Visualization acquired form the VOWL plugin is showed in figure 5.1.
And the list of edges collected form the VOWL-generated diagram are as showed in
figure 5.1.
The precision value for Figure 5.1 is 0.4, recall 0.4 as well and F1-score is 43%.
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AgentRole v ∃agentRoleIn.Thing (5.16)
AgentRole v ∃providesAgentRole.Thing (5.17)
Figure 5.6: Edge List of the AgentRole from VOWL-generated Diagram
Chessgame
The following diagram for Chessgame is collected from [63] which has been developed
by the Dase Lab1. In this ontology, we have modeled game results of various chess games
which were held as part of some larger tournaments or simply by themselves. The ontology
models information detailing players, tournaments, details of the game i.e. date, place,
tournament etc and every move played in that game. Figure 5.1 shows the manually created
diagram for this ontology.
The visualization generated using our tool is provided in Figure 5.1. The precision
value calculated for this diagram is 1, recall is .78 and F-1 Measure is 87.3%. And the
visualization generated using our tool is as following:
And visualization acquired form the VOWL plugin is showed in Figure 5.1. The
precision value for VOWl is .19, recall is .15 and F1-score is 17%.
The interesting observations gathered from this particular case is the manually pro-
duced visualization carries some inferred edges i.e ChessTournament− > atP lace− >
Place, Chessgame− > atT ime− > xsd : dateT ime which helps human comprehensi-
bility to a great extent. However, if we allow our tool to make such inferences it might end
up producing an infinite chain. As the automatic tool has no simple way of deciding the
depth of inference which is useful for human understanding, we decided to not introduce
such capability in the tool for the time being. As a result, although our tool does not contain
1http://dase.cs.wright.edu/
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Figure 5.7: Standard Visualization of Chess game.
any edge in excess to the standard diagram, not having the inferred edges impacts the recall
value and makes it lesser than perfect.
Chessgame Shortcut
The following diagram is collected from the same source [63] as the full version of Chess-
Game ontology. This ontology has some extra properties establishing direct relationship
between entities that were connected indirectly in the full version. The standard diagram
provided by the original producers is displayed in Figure 5.1.
And the visualization generated using our tool is portrayed in Figure 5.1: The preci-
sion value calculated for the shortcut version of chessGame ontology from our tool gener-
ated visualization is 1, recall value is .42 and F-1 Measure is 59%.
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Figure 5.8: Rendering of Chess game ontology using the plugin.
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Figure 5.9: Rendering of chessGameVowl ontology using VOWL [50].
Figure 5.10: Standard Visualization for shortcut of Chess game.
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Figure 5.11: Rendering of shortcut of Chess game ontology using the plugin.
Figure 5.12: Rendering of shortcut of Chess gameontology using VOWL [50].
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Figure 5.13: Standard Visualization for cruise.
Visualization acquired form the VOWL plugin is depicted in Figure 5.1: From the di-
agram we can clearly see that none of the edges depicted here are has been able to connect
the entities they are actually supposed to. The reason behind such distorted image is this
particular ontology does not define the domain and range restrictions for any of its proper-
ties. As a result, the precision value for the VOWL generated diagram is 0. Recall value is
0 as well which makes the F1-Measure to become undefined.
Cruise
The ontology describing oceanographic cruises and standard diagram for it is collected
from [44].
And the visualization generated using our automated tool is showed in Figure 5.1.
Precision value calculated for the cruise ontology from our tool generated visualization is
0.2, recall value is 0.46 and F-1 Measure is 27%. The reason behind a lower precision and
recall value is that the standard diagram made a choice of omitting several edges to improve
comprehensibility and to reduce clutter. Most of the omitted edges are from the supporting
ontologies imported in Cruise. From several attempts of generating visualizations with and
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Figure 5.14: Rendering of shortcut of cruise ontology using the plugin.
without imported ontologies, we concluded it is better to visualize a few edges extra than
missing out on some important relationships.
And the visualization acquired form the VOWL plugin can be found in Figure 5.1.
The precision value is .18, recall is .07 as well and F1-score is 10%. The insight we derive
here is once again, displaying all entities and property links are not enough unless they are
connected to each other in proper manner.
Trajectory
It is interesting that there were two standard visualizations available for the Trajectory
ontology [44]. The difference between these two standard diagrams is one of them includes
the spatio-temporal attribute of trajectories and the other one does not. So we decided to
generate one visualization from our tool and conduct analysis with both standardizations
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Figure 5.15: Rendering of shortcut of cruise using VOWL [50].
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Figure 5.16: Standard Visualization for Trajectory.
Figure 5.17: Another variation of Standard Visualization for Trajectory.
available.
And the visualization generated using our tool is as following: The precision value
calculated for this ontology, from our tool generated visualization is 0.42, recall is 0.77 and
F-1 Measure is 54% for figure 5.1. The values are .42, .83 and 55% respectively for figure
5.1.
Visualization acquired form the VOWL plugin is as following: The precision value
46
Figure 5.18: Rendering of shortcut of Trajectory ontology using the plugin.
Figure 5.19: Rendering of shortcut of Trajectory using VOWL [50].
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Figure 5.20: Evaluation of Visualizations generated by Plugin
Figure 5.21: Evaluation of Visualizations generated by VOWL
for both standards are 0, recall is 0 as well and F1-score is undefined.
5.2 Results
Following is a summation of the results provided by both tools where we can clearly see
the plugin has higher precision, recall and hence much higher F1-measure than VOWL for
all of the ontologies. The only one where these two artifacts have similar performance is
the AgentRole ontology, where the number of edges are too small to provide any impactful
observation.
5.3 Correctness
Numbers in the above tables show that our tool has consistently outperformed VOWL.
Following is the comparison graph of both plugins. Although there is significant room
48
Figure 5.22: Comparison of performance of the two tools
49
for improvement for this tool, we can sufficiently conclude that the results support our
research hypothesis that, focus should be placed on T-box axioms of an ontology rather
than the domain-range restrictions of properties in order to be able to provide a high-level
overview of any ontology in visual format.
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6
Conclusion
Although the tool currently performs better than the other existing plugins and tools, it still
has a lot of room to improve. In our current version, blank nodes have not been handled
properly. Also, for some cases nested axioms would cause glitch in the performance of this
tool. We expect to resolve these issues in future and come up with a more complete version
of a visualizer plugin.
Note
To generate visualization for intended ontologies, the source code can be downloaded from
here 1. Once the proper path is provided, running this Java project should yield with the
visualization.
1https://github.com/Nazifa115/OntologyVisualization
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Appendix A: Visualizations Generated
Using the Tool)
62
Figure 7.1: An example of generating AgentRole class diagram using the visualizer tool.
Figure 7.2: An example of generating Person class diagram using the visualizer tool.
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Figure 7.3: An example of generating Event class diagram using the visualizer tool.
Figure 7.4: An example of generating FundingAward class diagram using the visualizer
tool.
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Figure 7.5: An example of generating Organization class diagram using the visualizer tool.
Figure 7.6: An example of generating Cruise class diagram using the visualizer tool.
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Figure 7.7: An example of generating Physical Sample class diagram using the visualizer
tool.
Figure 7.8: An example of generating Place class diagram using the visualizer tool.
66
Figure 7.9: An example of generating Platform class diagram using the visualizer tool.
Figure 7.10: An example of generating Program class diagram using the visualizer tool.
67
Figure 7.11: An example of generating Vessel class diagram using the visualizer tool.
68
Figure 7.12: An example of generating Time Indexed Personrole class diagram using the
visualizer tool.
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Appendix B: Semantic Trajectory
(OWL)
package dase.wright.edu.ontoViz.OntolologyVisualization;
import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.util.Iterator;
import java.util.List;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.EntityType;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.IRI;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLAnnotation;
import
org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLAnnotationAssertionAxiom;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLAnnotationProperty;
import
org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLAnnotationPropertyDomainAxiom;
import
org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLAnnotationPropertyRangeAxiom;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLAnonymousIndividual;
import
org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLAsymmetricObjectPropertyAxiom;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLClass;
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import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLClassAssertionAxiom;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLClassExpression;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLDataAllValuesFrom;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLDataComplementOf;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLDataExactCardinality;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLDataHasValue;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLDataIntersectionOf;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLDataMaxCardinality;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLDataMinCardinality;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLDataOneOf;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLDataProperty;
import
org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLDataPropertyAssertionAxiom;
import
org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLDataPropertyExpression;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLDataSomeValuesFrom;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLDataUnionOf;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLDatatype;
import
org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLDatatypeDefinitionAxiom;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLDatatypeRestriction;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLDeclarationAxiom;
import
org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLDifferentIndividualsAxiom;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLDisjointClassesAxiom;
import
org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLDisjointDataPropertiesAxiom;
import
org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLDisjointObjectPropertiesAxiom;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLDisjointUnionAxiom;
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import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLEntity;
import
org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLEquivalentClassesAxiom;
import
org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLEquivalentDataPropertiesAxiom;
import
org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLEquivalentObjectPropertiesAxiom;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLFacetRestriction;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLHasKeyAxiom;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLIndividual;
import
org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLInverseObjectPropertiesAxiom;
import
org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLIrreflexiveObjectPropertyAxiom;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLLiteral;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLNamedIndividual;
import
org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLNegativeDataPropertyAssertionAxiom;
import
org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLNegativeObjectPropertyAssertionAxiom;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLObjectAllValuesFrom;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLObjectComplementOf;
import
org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLObjectExactCardinality;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLObjectHasSelf;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLObjectHasValue;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLObjectIntersectionOf;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLObjectInverseOf;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLObjectMaxCardinality;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLObjectMinCardinality;
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import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLObjectOneOf;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLObjectProperty;
import
org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLObjectPropertyAssertionAxiom;
import
org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLObjectPropertyExpression;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLObjectSomeValuesFrom;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLObjectUnionOf;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLObjectVisitor;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLOntology;
import
org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLReflexiveObjectPropertyAxiom;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLSameIndividualAxiom;
import
org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLSubAnnotationPropertyOfAxiom;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLSubClassOfAxiom;
import
org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLSubDataPropertyOfAxiom;
import
org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLSubObjectPropertyOfAxiom;
import
org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLSubPropertyChainOfAxiom;
import
org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLSymmetricObjectPropertyAxiom;
import
org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLTransitiveObjectPropertyAxiom;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.SWRLBuiltInAtom;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.SWRLClassAtom;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.SWRLDataPropertyAtom;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.SWRLDataRangeAtom;
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import
org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.SWRLDifferentIndividualsAtom;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.SWRLIndividualArgument;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.SWRLLiteralArgument;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.SWRLObjectPropertyAtom;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.SWRLRule;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.SWRLSameIndividualAtom;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.SWRLVariable;
public class AxiomEntityVisitor implements OWLObjectVisitor
{
ArrayList<Node> stack;
Node nSubClass = new Node("subclass", null);
Node nAll = new Node("all", null);
Node nNot = new Node("not", null);
Node nInverse = new Node("inverse", null);
Node nSome = new Node("some", null);
Node nEquivalent = new Node("equivalent", null);
Node nAnd = new Node("and", null);
Node nOr = new Node("or", null);
public AxiomEntityVisitor(ArrayList<Node> aLStack) {
this.stack = aLStack;
}
@Override
public void visit(IRI iri) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(iri);
}
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@Override
public void visit(OWLAnonymousIndividual
individual) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(individual);
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLAsymmetricObjectPropertyAxiom
axiom) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(axiom);
axiom.getProperty().accept(this);
stack.add(nSubClass);
stack.add(nNot);
axiom.getProperty().accept(this);
stack.add(nInverse);
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLClass ce) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(ce);
Node node = new Node(ce.toString(),
(EntityType<OWLEntity>)
ce.getEntityType());
stack.add(node);
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLDisjointClassesAxiom axiom) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(axiom);
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List<OWLClassExpression> classExpressions =
org.semanticweb.owlapi.util.OWLAPIStreamUtils.asList(axiom.classExpressions());
Node nAllDisjoint = new Node("alldisjoint",
null);
stack.add(nAllDisjoint);
for (Iterator<OWLClassExpression> it =
classExpressions.iterator();
it.hasNext();) {
it.next().accept(this);
if (!it.hasNext()) {
Node nEndOfDisjointClasslist = new
Node("endofdisjointclasslist", null);
stack.add(nEndOfDisjointClasslist);
}
}
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLDisjointDataPropertiesAxiom
axiom) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(axiom);
for (Iterator<OWLDataPropertyExpression> it
= axiom.properties().iterator();
it.hasNext();) {
it.next().accept(this);
if (it.hasNext()) {
Node nDisjointDataProperty = new
Node("disjointdataproperty", null);
stack.add(nDisjointDataProperty);
} else {
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Node nEOL = new Node("endoflist", null);
stack.add(nEOL);
}
}
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLDisjointObjectPropertiesAxiom
axiom) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(axiom);
Node nDisjointObjectProperty = new
Node("DisjointObjectProperty", null);
stack.add(nDisjointObjectProperty);
for (Iterator<OWLObjectPropertyExpression>
it = axiom.properties().iterator();
it.hasNext();) {
it.next().accept(this);
if (!it.hasNext()) {
Node nEOL = new Node("endoflist", null);
stack.add(nEOL);
}
}
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLDisjointUnionAxiom axiom) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(axiom);
Node nDisjointClasses = new
Node("disjointclasses", null);
stack.add(nDisjointClasses);
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for (Iterator<OWLClassExpression> it =
axiom.classExpressions().iterator();
it.hasNext();) {
it.next().accept(this);
if (!it.hasNext()) {
Node nEOL = new Node("endoflist", null);
stack.add(nEOL);
}
}
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLEquivalentClassesAxiom axiom) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(axiom);
List<OWLClassExpression> classExpressions =
org.semanticweb.owlapi.util.OWLAPIStreamUtils.asList(axiom.classExpressions());
stack.add(nEquivalent);
for (Iterator<OWLClassExpression> it =
classExpressions.iterator();
it.hasNext();) {
it.next().accept(this);
if (!it.hasNext()) {
Node nEOL = new
Node("endofequivalentclassList", null);
stack.add(nEOL);
}
}
}
@Override
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public void visit(OWLEquivalentDataPropertiesAxiom
axiom) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(axiom);
}
@Override
public void
visit(OWLEquivalentObjectPropertiesAxiom axiom) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(axiom);
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLFacetRestriction node) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(node);
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLHasKeyAxiom axiom) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(axiom);
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLInverseObjectPropertiesAxiom
axiom) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(axiom);
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLLiteral node) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(node);
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Node nLiteral = new Node(node.getLiteral(),
node.typeIndex());
stack.add(nLiteral);
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLNamedIndividual individual) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(individual);
Node nIndividual = new
Node(individual.toStringID(),
(EntityType<OWLEntity>)
individual.getEntityType());
stack.add(nIndividual);
}
@Override
public void
visit(OWLNegativeDataPropertyAssertionAxiom
axiom) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(axiom);
stack.add(nNot);
axiom.getProperty().accept(this);
axiom.getSubject().accept(this);
axiom.getObject().accept(this);
}
@Override
public void
visit(OWLNegativeObjectPropertyAssertionAxiom
axiom) {
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OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(axiom);
stack.add(nNot);
axiom.getProperty().accept(this);
axiom.getSubject().accept(this);
axiom.getObject().accept(this);
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLObjectAllValuesFrom ce) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(ce);
stack.add(nAll);
ce.getProperty().accept(this);
getNestedFillers(ce.getFiller());
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLObjectComplementOf ce) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(ce);
stack.add(nNot);
getNestedFillers(ce.getOperand());
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLObjectHasSelf ce) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(ce);
stack.add(nSome);
ce.getProperty().accept(this);
Node nSelf = new Node(ce.toString(),
ce.typeIndex());
stack.add(nSelf);
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}
@Override
public void visit(OWLObjectHasValue ce) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(ce);
stack.add(nSome);
ce.getProperty().accept(this);
ce.getFiller().accept(this);
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLObjectIntersectionOf ce) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(ce);
for (Iterator<? extends OWLClassExpression>
it = ce.operands().iterator();
it.hasNext();) {
it.next().accept(this);
if (it.hasNext()) {
stack.add(nAnd);
}
}
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLObjectInverseOf property) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(property);
Node nOWLObjectInverseOf = new
Node("owlobjectinverseOf", null);
stack.add(nOWLObjectInverseOf);
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property.getNamedProperty().accept(this);
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLObjectOneOf ce) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(ce);
for (Iterator<? extends OWLIndividual> it =
ce.individuals().iterator();
it.hasNext();) {
it.next().accept(this);
if (it.hasNext()) {
stack.add(nOr);
}
}
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLObjectProperty property) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(property);
Node nProp = new
Node(property.toStringID(),
(EntityType<OWLEntity>)
property.getEntityType());
stack.add(nProp);
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLObjectPropertyAssertionAxiom
axiom) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(axiom);
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axiom.getProperty().accept(this);
axiom.getSubject().accept(this);
axiom.getObject().accept(this);
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLObjectSomeValuesFrom ce) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(ce);
stack.add(nSome);
ce.getProperty().accept(this);
getNestedFillers(ce.getFiller());
}
private void getNestedFillers(OWLClassExpression
ce) {
ce.accept(this);
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLObjectUnionOf ce) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(ce);
for (Iterator<? extends OWLClassExpression>
it = ce.operands().iterator();
it.hasNext();) {
it.next().accept(this);
if (it.hasNext()) {
stack.add(nOr);
}
}
}
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@Override
public void visit(OWLOntology ontology) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(ontology);
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLReflexiveObjectPropertyAxiom
axiom) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(axiom);
Node nReflexiveProperty = new
Node("reflexiveproperty", null);
stack.add(nReflexiveProperty);
axiom.getProperty().accept(this);
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLSubAnnotationPropertyOfAxiom
axiom) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(axiom);
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLSubClassOfAxiom axiom) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(axiom);
stack.add(nSubClass);
axiom.getSubClass().accept(this);
axiom.getSuperClass().accept(this);
}
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@Override
public void visit(OWLSubDataPropertyOfAxiom axiom)
{/* needed? */
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(axiom);
stack.add(nSubClass);
axiom.getSubProperty().accept(this);
axiom.getSuperProperty().accept(this);
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLSubObjectPropertyOfAxiom
axiom) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(axiom);
axiom.getSubProperty().accept(this);
stack.add(nSubClass);
axiom.getSuperProperty().accept(this);
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLSubPropertyChainOfAxiom axiom)
{
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(axiom);
for (Iterator<OWLObjectPropertyExpression>
it =
axiom.getPropertyChain().iterator();
it.hasNext();) {
it.next().accept(this);
if (it.hasNext()) {
Node nCircular = new Node("Circular",
null);
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stack.add(nCircular);
} else {
Node eOL = new Node("endoflist", null);
stack.add(eOL);
}
}
stack.add(nSubClass);
axiom.getSuperProperty().accept(this);
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLSymmetricObjectPropertyAxiom
axiom) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(axiom);
axiom.getProperty().accept(this);
stack.add(nEquivalent);
axiom.getProperty().accept(this);
stack.add(nInverse);
}
/***************** SWRL *******************/
@Override
public void visit(SWRLBuiltInAtom node) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(node);
}
@Override
public void visit(SWRLClassAtom node) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(node);
}
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@Override
public void visit(SWRLDataPropertyAtom node) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(node);
}
@Override
public void visit(SWRLDataRangeAtom node) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(node);
}
@Override
public void visit(SWRLDifferentIndividualsAtom
node) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(node);
}
@Override
public void visit(SWRLIndividualArgument node) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(node);
}
@Override
public void visit(SWRLLiteralArgument node) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(node);
}
@Override
public void visit(SWRLObjectPropertyAtom node) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(node);
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}
@Override
public void visit(SWRLRule node) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(node);
}
@Override
public void visit(SWRLSameIndividualAtom node) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(node);
}
@Override
public void visit(SWRLVariable node) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(node);
}
/***************** SWRL *******************/
@Override
public void visit(OWLObjectExactCardinality ce) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(ce);
ce.getProperty().accept(this);
ce.getFiller().accept(this);
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLDataExactCardinality ce) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(ce);
ce.getProperty().accept(this);
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ce.getFiller().accept(this);
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLDataMaxCardinality ce) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(ce);
ce.getProperty().accept(this);
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLDataMinCardinality ce) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(ce);
ce.getProperty().accept(this);
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLObjectMaxCardinality ce) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(ce);
ce.getProperty().accept(this);
getNestedFillers(ce.getFiller());
}
@Override
public void visit(OWLObjectMinCardinality ce) {
OWLObjectVisitor.super.visit(ce);
ce.getProperty().accept(this);
getNestedFillers(ce.getFiller());
}
}
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package dase.wright.edu.ontoViz.OntolologyVisualization;
import java.awt.BorderLayout;
import java.time.Duration;
import java.util.AbstractMap.SimpleEntry;
import java.util.HashMap;
import java.util.Iterator;
import java.util.Map;
import javax.swing.JFrame;
import javax.swing.SwingUtilities;
import javax.swing.WindowConstants;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.apibinding.OWLManager;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.EntityType;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.IRI;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLDataFactory;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLEntity;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLOntologyManager;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.util.OWLEntityComparator;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.util.ShortFormProvider;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.util.SimpleShortFormProvider;
import com.yworks.yfiles.geometry.RectD;
import com.yworks.yfiles.graph.IEdge;
import com.yworks.yfiles.graph.IGraph;
import com.yworks.yfiles.graph.INode;
import com.yworks.yfiles.graph.IPort;
import com.yworks.yfiles.graph.LayoutUtilities;
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import
com.yworks.yfiles.graph.portlocationmodels.FreeNodePortLocationModel;
import com.yworks.yfiles.layout.LayoutOrientation;
import com.yworks.yfiles.layout.organic.OrganicLayout;
import com.yworks.yfiles.view.GraphComponent;
import com.yworks.yfiles.view.input.GraphEditorInputMode;
import
dase.wright.edu.ontoViz.OntolologyVisualization.OntologyVisualization.PropertyNode;
public class Visualizer {
public static ShortFormProvider shortFormProvider =
new SimpleShortFormProvider();
public static OWLEntityComparator entityComparator
= new OWLEntityComparator(shortFormProvider);
static void visualization(HashMap<String,
HashMap<PropertyNode, String>> visualizer) {
Runnable drawClassDiagram = new Runnable() {
public void run() {
GraphComponent graphComponent = new
GraphComponent();
graphComponent.setInputMode(new
GraphEditorInputMode());
IGraph graph = graphComponent.getGraph();
double coOrdX = 30;
double coOrdY = 30;
double height = 100;
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double width = 30;
HashMap<String, INode> labels = new HashMap<>();
HashMap<String, SimpleEntry<String, String>>
visualized = new HashMap<>();
/* iterate over the hashmap which contains the
<node,property, filler> triples to
visualize*/
Iterator<Map.Entry<String,
HashMap<PropertyNode, String>>> iterator =
visualizer.entrySet().iterator();
while (iterator.hasNext()) {
Map.Entry<String, HashMap<PropertyNode,
String>> entry = iterator.next();
String className = entry.getKey();
if
(!getReadableClassLabel(className).equalsIgnoreCase("Things"))
{
INode node1;
if (!labels.containsKey(className)) {
node1 = graph.createNode(new RectD(coOrdX,
coOrdY, height, width));
labels.put(className, node1);
String clsString =
getReadableClassLabel(className);
graph.addLabel(node1, clsString);
System.out.print("Class: " +
clsString + " is connected to ");
} else {
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node1 = labels.get(className);
}
HashMap<PropertyNode, String> values =
entry.getValue();
Iterator<Map.Entry<PropertyNode, String>>
it = values.entrySet().iterator();
INode node2 = null;
String leString = null;
while (it.hasNext()) {
Map.Entry<PropertyNode, String>
secondaryEntry = it.next();
PropertyNode pn =
secondaryEntry.getKey();
String propName =
pn.getPropertyName();
if
(!propName.toLowerCase().contains("cardinal")
&&
!propName.toLowerCase().contains("instant"))
{
String connectedNodeName =
secondaryEntry.getValue();
leString = propName;
if
(connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("OR")
&&
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("AND")
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&&
connectedNodeName.matches("[0-9]"))
{
continue;
}
if (!simpleDataType(connectedNodeName))
{
if
(connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("SELF"))
{
node2 = node1;
} else if
(labels.containsKey(connectedNodeName))
{
node2 =
labels.get(connectedNodeName);
} else {
node2 = graph.createNode(new
RectD(coOrdX + 125, coOrdY,
height, width));
labels.put(connectedNodeName,
node2);
}
} else {
node2 = graph.createNode(new
RectD(coOrdX + 125, coOrdY, height,
width));
}
if
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(!connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("SELF")
&&
!connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase(className))
{
String connectedNodeNameString =
getReadableClassLabel(connectedNodeName);
graph.addLabel(node2,
connectedNodeNameString);
System.out.print(connectedNodeName + "
through ");
} else {
System.out.print(connectedNodeName + "
through ");
}
IPort portAtNode1 = graph.addPort(node1);
IPort portAtNode2 = graph.addPort(node2,
FreeNodePortLocationModel.NODE_LEFT_ANCHORED);
IEdge edgeAtPorts = graph.createEdge(portAtNode1,
portAtNode2);
System.out.print(leString + "\n");
leString = getReadablePropertyLabel(propName);
if (pn.isReverse) {
leString = leString + "-";
}
graph.addLabel(edgeAtPorts, leString);
SimpleEntry<String, String> sE = new
SimpleEntry<String, String>(leString,
connectedNodeName);
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visualized.put(className, sE);
}
}
coOrdX += 75;
coOrdY += 50;
}
}
OrganicLayout layout = new OrganicLayout();
layout.setNodeSizeConsiderationEnabled(true);
layout.setNodeLabelConsiderationEnabled(true);
layout.setComponentLayoutEnabled(true);
layout.setSmartComponentLayoutEnabled(true);
layout.setMinimumNodeDistance(50);
layout.setAvoidingNodeEdgeOverlapsEnabled(true);
layout.setParallelEdgeRouterEnabled(true);
//layout.setSelfLoopRouterEnabled(true);
LayoutUtilities.morphLayout(graphComponent, layout,
Duration.ofMillis(500));
/* create a top-level window and add the graph component.
*/
JFrame frame = new JFrame("Ontology Visualization");
frame.setSize(500, 500);
frame.setLocationRelativeTo(null);
frame.setDefaultCloseOperation(WindowConstants.EXIT_ON_CLOSE);
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frame.add(graphComponent, BorderLayout.CENTER);
frame.setVisible(true);
}
};
SwingUtilities.invokeLater(drawClassDiagram);
}
protected static boolean
checkIfVisualizedBefore(HashMap<String,
SimpleEntry<String, String>> visualized,
String className, String leString,
String connectedNodeName) {
Iterator<Map.Entry<String,
SimpleEntry<String, String>>> it =
visualized.entrySet().iterator();
while (it.hasNext()) {
Map.Entry<String,
SimpleEntry<String, String>>
entry = it.next();
String nd1 = entry.getKey();
nd1 =
nd1.replaceAll("[ˆ\\w\\s]","");
className=className.replaceAll("[ˆ\\w\\s]","");
//System.out.println(nd1 + "
comparing to: " + className);
if
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(nd1.equalsIgnoreCase(className))
{
SimpleEntry<String, String> se1 = entry.getValue();
String propname = se1.getKey();
propname = propname.replaceAll("[ˆ\\w\\s]","");
leString = leString.replaceAll("[ˆ\\w\\s]","");
//System.out.println(propname + " comparing to: " +
leString);
if (propname.equalsIgnoreCase(leString)) {
String fillername = se1.getValue();
fillername = fillername.replaceAll("[ˆ\\w\\s]","");
connectedNodeName =
connectedNodeName.replaceAll("[ˆ\\w\\s]","");
//System.out.println(fillername + " comparing to: " +
connectedNodeName);
if (fillername.equalsIgnoreCase(connectedNodeName)) {
return true;
}
}
}
}
return false;
}
public static boolean simpleDataType(String
connectedNodeName) {
connectedNodeName =
getReadableClassLabel(connectedNodeName);
return
(connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string")
||connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("string")
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||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("dateTime")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("integer")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("boolean")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#float")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("float")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#double")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("double")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#decimal")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("decimal")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#duration")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("duration")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#hexBinary")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("hexBinary")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#base64Binary")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("base64Binary")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#anyURI")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("anyURI")
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||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#IDREF")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("IDREF")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#ENTITY")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("ENTITY")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#NOTATION")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("NOTATION")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#normalizedString")
||
connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("normalizedString")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#token")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("token")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#language")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("language")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#IDREFS")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("IDREFS")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#ENTITIES")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("ENTITIES")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#NMTOKEN")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("NMTOKEN")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#Name")
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|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("Name")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#QName")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("QName")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#NCName")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("NCName")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#nonNegativeInteger")
||
connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("nonNegativeInteger")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#positiveInteger")
||
connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("positiveInteger")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#nonPositiveInteger")
||
connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("nonPositiveInteger")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#negativeInteger")
||
connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("negativeInteger")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#byte")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("byte")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("int")
||
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connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#long")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("long")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#short")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("short")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#unsignedByte")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("unsignedByte")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#unsignedInt")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("unsignedInt")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#unsignedLong")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("unsignedLong")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#unsignedShort")
||
connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("unsignedShort")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#date")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("date")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#time")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("time")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#gYearMonth")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("gYearMonth")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#gYear")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("gYear")
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||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#gMonthDay")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("gMonthDay")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#gDay")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("gDay")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#gMonth")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("gMonth")
||
connectedNodeName.equalsIgnoreCase("http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#ID")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("ID")
|| connectedNodeName.toLowerCase().contains("attribute")
);
}
public static String escapeName(String name) {
return name.replace("_",
"\\_").replace("#", "\\#");
}
public static String getReadableClassLabel(String
className) {
OWLOntologyManager manager =
OWLManager.createOWLOntologyManager();
OWLDataFactory factory =
manager.getOWLDataFactory();
IRI iri = IRI.create(className);
OWLEntity cls =
factory.getOWLEntity(EntityType.CLASS,
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iri);
System.out.println(shortFormProvider.getShortForm(cls));
String clsString =
(escapeName(shortFormProvider.getShortForm(cls)));
if (clsString.contains("#")) {
clsString = clsString.split("#")[1];
}
return clsString.replaceAll("[ˆ\\w\\s]","");
}
public static String
getReadablePropertyLabel(String propertyName) {
OWLOntologyManager manager =
OWLManager.createOWLOntologyManager();
OWLDataFactory factory =
manager.getOWLDataFactory();
IRI iri = IRI.create(propertyName);
OWLEntity cls =
factory.getOWLEntity(EntityType.OBJECT_PROPERTY,
iri);
String clsString =
(escapeName(shortFormProvider.getShortForm(cls)));
return clsString;
}
}
package dase.wright.edu.ontoViz.OntolologyVisualization;
import static
org.semanticweb.owlapi.util.OWLAPIStreamUtils.asList;
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import java.io.File;
import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.util.Collection;
import java.util.HashMap;
import java.util.Iterator;
import java.util.Map;
import java.util.stream.Stream;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.apibinding.OWLManager;
import
org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.MissingImportHandlingStrategy;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLAxiom;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLEntity;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLOntology;
import
org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLOntologyCreationException;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.OWLOntologyManager;
import org.semanticweb.owlapi.model.parameters.Imports;
/**
* This Project is supposed to produce an interactive
visualization for
* ontologies for ensuring better understandability
*
* @author: Nazifa Karima
*/
public class OntologyVisualization {
//static String GEOLINKONTOLOGY = "geolinkMain";
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static String AGENTROLE = "agentrole";
static String CHESSGAME = "chessgame";
static String CHESSSHORTCUT = "chessgameshortcuts";
static String CRUISE = "cruise";
static String TRAJECTORY = "trajectory";
public static OWLOntologyManager manager =
OWLManager.createOWLOntologyManager();
//public static File ontologyFile = new
File("src/resources/" +
"ontologies/basicplanexecution" + ".owl");
public static File ontologyFile = new
File("src/resources/" +
"ontologiesProvidedByPascal/timeindexedpersonrole"
+ ".owl");
//public static File ontologyFile = new
File("src/resources/" + "geoLink/vessel" +
".owl");
//public static File ontologyFile = new
File("src/resources/" + TRAJECTORY + ".owl");
//public static File ontologyFile = new
File("src/resources/" + "geolinkMain" + ".owl");
public static OWLOntology ontology;
public static OntologyVisualization ontoViz = new
OntologyVisualization();
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public class PropertyNode {
boolean isReverse;
String propertyName;
public void setNot(boolean not) {
this.isReverse = not;
}
public PropertyNode(Boolean val, String
name) {
this.isReverse = val;
this.propertyName = name;
}
public String getPropertyName() {
return propertyName;
}
public void setPropertyName(String
propertyName) {
this.propertyName = propertyName;
}
}
public PropertyNode createPropertyNode(Boolean b,
String property) {
return new PropertyNode(b, property);
}
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public static HashMap<String, HashMap<PropertyNode,
String>> visualizer = new HashMap<>();
public static void main(String[] args) {
init(manager, ontologyFile);
Visualizer.visualization(visualizer);
}
/*
* loads the ontology, classifies the axioms and
populates the dataStructure to be visualized
*/
private static void init(OWLOntologyManager
manager, File fullOntology) {
OWLOntology ontology;
try {
ontology =
manager.loadOntologyFromOntologyDocument(fullOntology);
/*
* Force silent import errors. This
is important for older
* ontologies not that Purl.org is
broken
*/
manager.setOntologyLoaderConfiguration(manager.getOntologyLoaderConfiguration()
.setMissingImportHandlingStrategy(MissingImportHandlingStrategy.SILENT));
/* Load Ontology */
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/* Create Tree for each Axiom */
ontology.classesInSignature().forEach(cls
-> {
populateVisualizer(cls, sortAxioms(ontology.axioms(cls,
Imports.INCLUDED)));
});
} catch (OWLOntologyCreationException e) {
/* TODO Auto-generated catch block
*/
e.printStackTrace();
}
}
/**
* This method takes each logical axiom, processes
it and puts in the visualizer in <class,
property, filler> triple format
*/
protected static void populateVisualizer(OWLEntity
cls, Collection<? extends OWLAxiom> axioms) {
if (axioms.size() > 0) {
for (Iterator<? extends OWLAxiom>
it = axioms.iterator();
it.hasNext();) {
OWLAxiom axiom = it.next();
//ArrayList<String> aLStack = new ArrayList<>();
ArrayList<Node> aLStack = new ArrayList<>();
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if (axiom.isLogicalAxiom()) {
aLStack.clear();
AxiomEntityVisitor visitor = new
AxiomEntityVisitor(aLStack);
axiom.accept(visitor);
}
Node first = null;
//if (!containsNot(aLStack)) {
//for (Iterator<String> iterator = aLStack.iterator();
iterator.hasNext();) {
Iterator<Node> iterator = aLStack.iterator();
first = (Node) iterator.next();
String firstEntity = first.getEntityName();
if (isbasicSCDef(aLStack, first)) {
populatingSCDefAxiomToViz(aLStack);
} else if (isSCOAxiom(aLStack, first)) {
populatingSCOAxiomToViz(aLStack);
}else if
(firstEntity.equalsIgnoreCase("equivalent")) {
Node classNode = iterator.next();
String className =
classNode.getEntityName();
while (iterator.hasNext()) {
Node cur = iterator.next();
String curEntity =
cur.getEntityName();
ArrayList<Node> subStack = new
ArrayList<>();
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while (!curEntity.equalsIgnoreCase("and") &&
!curEntity.equalsIgnoreCase("or") &&
!curEntity.equalsIgnoreCase("endOfEquivalentClassList"))
{
subStack.add(cur);
if (iterator.hasNext()) {
cur = iterator.next();
curEntity = cur.getEntityName();
}
}
//if (isbasicEquivDef(subStack)) {
populatingEquivDefAxiomToViz(className, subStack);
//}else {
//populatingEuivAxiomToViz(subStack);
//}
}
}
//}
//}
}
}
}
private static void
populatingEquivDefAxiomToViz(String className,
ArrayList<Node> subStack) {
if(subStack.size() == 1) {
String propertyName = "equivalent";
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PropertyNode propNode = ontoViz.new
PropertyNode(false,
propertyName);
String filler =
subStack.get(0).getEntityName();
if
(visualizer.containsKey(className))
{
HashMap<PropertyNode, String> retrievedMap =
visualizer.get(className);
retrievedMap.put(propNode, filler);
visualizer.put(className, retrievedMap);
} else {
HashMap<PropertyNode, String> map = new HashMap<>();
map.put(propNode, filler);
visualizer.put(className, map);
}
}else {
Node cur, filler;
String propName;
boolean isReverse = false, isNot =
false;
Iterator<Node> iterator =
subStack.iterator();
cur = (Node) iterator.next();
String curStr = cur.getEntityName();
while (isStackWord(curStr)) {
if(curStr.equalsIgnoreCase("reverse") ||
curStr.equalsIgnoreCase("owlobjectinverseOf"))
isReverse = true;
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if(curStr.equalsIgnoreCase("not"))
isNot = true;
cur = (Node) iterator.next();
curStr = cur.getEntityName();
}
if (isNot) {
propName = " " + curStr;
}else {
propName = curStr;
}
filler = (Node) iterator.next();
String fillerName =
filler.getEntityName();
PropertyNode propNode;
if (isReverse) {
propNode = ontoViz.createPropertyNode(true, propName);
} else {
propNode = ontoViz.createPropertyNode(false, propName);
}
if
(visualizer.containsKey(className))
{
HashMap<PropertyNode, String> retrievedMap =
visualizer.get(className);
retrievedMap.put(propNode, fillerName);
visualizer.put(className, retrievedMap);
} else {
HashMap<PropertyNode, String> map = new HashMap<>();
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map.put(propNode, fillerName);
visualizer.put(className, map);
}
}
}
private static boolean isSCOAxiom(ArrayList<Node>
aLStack, Node first) {
String firstEntity = first.getEntityName();
return
(firstEntity.equalsIgnoreCase("subclass")
&& aLStack.size() > 3);
}
private static boolean isbasicSCDef(ArrayList<Node>
aLStack, Node first) {
String firstEntity = first.getEntityName();
return
(firstEntity.equalsIgnoreCase("subclass")
&& aLStack.size() <= 3);
}
private static void
populatingSCDefAxiomToViz(ArrayList<Node>
aLStack) {
PropertyNode propNode =
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ontoViz.createPropertyNode(false,
"subclass");
if
(visualizer.containsKey(aLStack.get(1).getEntityName()))
{
HashMap<PropertyNode, String>
retrievedMap =
visualizer.get(aLStack.get(1).getEntityName());
String filler =
aLStack.get(2).getEntityName();
retrievedMap.put(propNode, filler);
visualizer.put(aLStack.get(1).getEntityName(),
retrievedMap);
} else {
HashMap<PropertyNode, String> map =
new HashMap<>();
String filler =
aLStack.get(2).getEntityName();
map.put(propNode, filler);
visualizer.put(aLStack.get(1).getEntityName(),
map);
}
}
private static void
populatingSCOAxiomToViz(ArrayList<Node> aLStack)
{
Node cur;
String propName;
Node filler;
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Node classObj;
String className;
boolean isReverse = false;
boolean isNot = false;
Iterator<Node> iterator =
aLStack.iterator();
Node first = (Node) iterator.next();
classObj = (Node) iterator.next();
className = classObj.getEntityName();
cur = (Node) iterator.next();
String curStr = cur.getEntityName();
while (isStackWord(curStr)) {
if(curStr.equalsIgnoreCase("reverse")
||
curStr.equalsIgnoreCase("owlobjectinverseOf"))
isReverse = true;
if(curStr.equalsIgnoreCase("not"))
isNot = true;
cur = (Node) iterator.next();
curStr = cur.getEntityName();
}
if (isNot) {
propName = " " + curStr;
}else {
propName = curStr;
}
filler = (Node) iterator.next();
String fillerName = filler.getEntityName();
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PropertyNode propNode;
if (isReverse) {
propNode =
ontoViz.createPropertyNode(true,
propName);
} else {
propNode =
ontoViz.createPropertyNode(false,
propName);
}
if (visualizer.containsKey(className)) {
HashMap<PropertyNode, String>
retrievedMap =
visualizer.get(className);
HashMap<PropertyNode, String>
retrievedReversedMap =
visualizer.get(fillerName);
if (!containsSameEdge(retrievedMap,
propNode, fillerName) &&
!containsReverseEdge(retrievedReversedMap,
propNode, className, isReverse))
{
retrievedMap.put(propNode, fillerName);
visualizer.put(className, retrievedMap);
}
} else {
HashMap<PropertyNode, String> map =
new HashMap<>();
map.put(propNode, fillerName);
visualizer.put(className, map);
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}
}
private static boolean isStackWord(String cur) {
return cur.equalsIgnoreCase("not")
||cur.equalsIgnoreCase("reverse") ||
(cur.equalsIgnoreCase("inverse"))
|| cur.equalsIgnoreCase("some") ||
cur.equalsIgnoreCase("all")
|| cur.equalsIgnoreCase("and") ||
cur.equalsIgnoreCase("or")
|| cur.equalsIgnoreCase("equivalent") ||
cur.equalsIgnoreCase("end of equivalent class list")
|| cur.equalsIgnoreCase("owlobjectinverseOf")
|| cur.equalsIgnoreCase("OWLDataExactCardinality")
|| cur.equalsIgnoreCase("OWLDataMaxCardinality")
|| cur.equalsIgnoreCase("OWLDataMinCardinality")
|| cur.equalsIgnoreCase("OWLObjectExactCardinality")
|| cur.equalsIgnoreCase("OWLObjectMaxCardinality")
|| cur.equalsIgnoreCase("OWLObjectMinCardinality") ||
cur.matches("[0-9]");
}
private static boolean
containsSameEdge(HashMap<PropertyNode, String>
retrievedMap, PropertyNode propNode, String
filler) {
Iterator<Map.Entry<PropertyNode, String>>
it = retrievedMap.entrySet().iterator();
while (it.hasNext()) {
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Map.Entry<PropertyNode, String>
entry = it.next();
PropertyNode pnToMatch =
entry.getKey();
String propNameToMatch =
pnToMatch.getPropertyName();
propNameToMatch =
propNameToMatch.replaceAll("[ˆ\\w\\s]","");
String propNameToCheck =
propNode.getPropertyName();
propNameToCheck=propNameToCheck.replaceAll("[ˆ\\w\\s]","");
if
(propNameToMatch.equalsIgnoreCase(propNameToCheck))
{
String fillerToMatch = entry.getValue();
fillerToMatch = fillerToMatch.replaceAll("[ˆ\\w\\s]","");
String fillerToCheck = filler.replaceAll("[ˆ\\w\\s]","");
if (fillerToMatch.equalsIgnoreCase(fillerToCheck)) {
return true;
}
}
}
return false;
}
private static boolean
containsReverseEdge(HashMap<PropertyNode,
String> retrievedReversedMap, PropertyNode
propNode, String className, boolean negation) {
if (retrievedReversedMap!=null &&
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!retrievedReversedMap.isEmpty()) {
Iterator<Map.Entry<PropertyNode,
String>> it =
retrievedReversedMap.entrySet().iterator();
while (it.hasNext()) {
Map.Entry<PropertyNode, String> entry = it.next();
PropertyNode pnToMatch = entry.getKey();
String propNameToMatch = pnToMatch.getPropertyName();
propNameToMatch = propNameToMatch.replaceAll("[ˆ\\w\\s]",
"");
String propNameToCheck = propNode.getPropertyName();
propNameToCheck = propNameToCheck.replaceAll("[ˆ\\w\\s]",
"");
if (propNameToMatch.equalsIgnoreCase(propNameToCheck)) {
String fillerToMatch = entry.getValue();
fillerToMatch = fillerToMatch.replaceAll("[ˆ\\w\\s]", "");
String fillerToCheck = className.replaceAll("[ˆ\\w\\s]",
"");
boolean reverseEdgeExists = (pnToMatch.isReverse !=
negation);
if (fillerToMatch.equalsIgnoreCase(fillerToCheck) &&
reverseEdgeExists) {
return true;
}
}
}
}
return false;
}
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private static Collection<? extends OWLAxiom>
sortAxioms(Stream<? extends OWLAxiom> axioms) {
return asList(axioms.sorted());
}
}
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Appendix C: AgentRole Pattern
(Manchester Syntax)
Prefix: :
¡http://schema.geolink.org/1.0/pattern/agentrole#¿
Prefix: agentrole:
¡http://schema.geolink.org/1.0/pattern/agentrole#¿
Prefix: owl:
¡http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#¿
Prefix: rdf:
¡http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#¿
Prefix: rdfs:
¡http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#¿
Prefix: xml:
¡http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace¿
Prefix: xsd:
¡http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#¿
Ontology: ¡http://schema.geolink.org/1.0/pattern/agentrole¿
Import: ¡http://www.w3.org/2006/time¿
Annotations: rdfs:comment ”The Agent Role pattern describes a role that may be
performed by an agent within a particular context, e.g., in an organization, a cruise, a
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project, etc.”, rdfs:label ”GeoLink Agent Role core pattern”
AnnotationProperty: rdfs:comment
AnnotationProperty: rdfs:label
Datatype: rdf:PlainLiteral
ObjectProperty: agentrole:agentRoleIn
Annotations: rdfs:label ”agentRoleIn”, rdfs:comment ”agentRoleIn connects a role to
the thing thing in which the role is performed by the agent.”
Domain: agentrole:AgentRole
InverseOf: agentrole:providesAgentRole
ObjectProperty: agentrole:hasAgentRoleType
Annotations: rdfs:label ”hasAgentRoleType”
ObjectProperty: agentrole:hasTemporalExtent
Annotations: rdfs:label ”hasTemporalExtent”, rdfs:comment ”hasTemporalExtent points
to information about the temporal extent of the agent role, e.g., the duration in which the
role is valid for the agent in concern.”
ObjectProperty: agentrole:performedBy
Annotations: rdfs:label ”performedBy”, rdfs:comment ”performedBy connects a role
to the agent that performs it.”
InverseOf: agentrole:performsAgentRole
ObjectProperty: agentrole:performsAgentRole
Annotations: rdfs:label ”performsAgentRole”
InverseOf: agentrole:performedBy
ObjectProperty: agentrole:providesAgentRole
Annotations: rdfs:comment ”providesAgentRole is the inverse of isAgentRoleIn.”,
rdfs:label ”providesAgentRole”
Range: agentrole:AgentRole
InverseOf: agentrole:agentRoleIn
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Class: ¡http://www.w3.org/2006/time#TemporalEntity¿
Class: agentrole:Agent
Annotations: rdfs:comment ”Represents agents, e.g., persons, organizations, etc. Can
be used as a hook of a more detailed model of agent.”, rdfs:label ”Agent”
Class: agentrole:AgentRole
Annotations: rdfs:comment ”An instance of AgentRole represents a role performed
by an agent, which is temporally restricted by a starting and ending time. Every agent role
is performed by exactly one agent. One can create a subclass of AgentRole to model a
particular kind of roles.”, rdfs:label ”AgentRole”
SubClassOf: agentrole:hasAgentRoleType only
agentrole:AgentRoleType,
agentrole:hasTemporalExtent only
¡http://www.w3.org/2006/timeTemporalEntity¿,
Annotations: rdfs:comment ”Guarded range for performedBy (range: Agent, guard:
AgentRole)” agentrole:performedBy only agentrole:Agent, agentrole:agentRoleIn exactly
1 owl:Thing, agentrole:hasTemporalExtent exactly 1 ¡http://www.w3.org/2006/time#TemporalEntity¿,
agentrole:performedBy exactly 1 agentrole:Agent
Class: agentrole:AgentRoleType
Annotations: rdfs:label ”AgentRoleType”, rdfs:comment ”Class that contains types
of agent roles. Allows one to put types of agent roles (which can be seen as subclasses
of AgentRole) as named individuals, and the axiomatization could infer anonymous sub-
classes of AgentRole from those individuals.”
Class: owl:Thing
DisjointClasses: agentrole:Agent,agentrole:AgentRole,
agentrole:AgentRoleType,
¡http://www.w3.org/2006/time#TemporalEntity¿
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